This study aims to examine the relationship between determinant variables affecting SME funding decision in Batu City. The approach used is survey research on perpetrators of SMEs excellent products as respondents to test the causality of variables affecting the funding decision. The analysis technique used is multiple regressions. The research found that: (1) although SMEs can achieve profit and increase assets, SMEs in Batu City prioritize internal funding sources. (2) Higher business risk due to increased company size and leverage operations. The SMEs tend to use internal funding rather than debt. SMEs growth does not necessarily use debt. Most the production activities of SMEs in Batu City have reached full capacity.
INTRODUCTION
Batu City Economy currently has about 14,570 MSMEs actors to contribute 42% of local revenue (PAD). Identity of MSMEs of excellent products in region is closely related to regional autonomy and its relevance to absorption of local economic base to stimulate PAD, employment and empowerment of MSMEs. Developing the MSMEs excellent products can increases the competitive advantage (Kuncoro and Abimanyu in Soterato et al, 2011) . MSMEs have a significant contribution to economic growth. Hapsari et al (2014) found that SMEs growth based on business unit, the amount of labor, capital and profit variables influenced the economic growth of Batu City SMEs. Partially, capital and profit variables have significant influence on economic growth of Batu City. This means that capital and profit aspects of SMEs become the key variable of Batu economic growth. Therefore, each region is required to further increase its potential in order to improve the economy and regional competitiveness. The increased economy and competitiveness of region will be more significant for local governments if supported by SME growth. It can be argued that generally the problems of SMEs today is the capital, production, human resources and marketing. These create weakness of business network, limited market penetration ability and market diversification, too small economics scale creates difficult to reduce cost, and very small profit margin. Therefore, each region is required to further increase its potential in order to improve the economy and regional
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competitiveness. The higher economy and competitiveness of region will be more significant for local governments if supported by SME growth. SME business is an integral part of a country economy. Small people in their efforts to build micro business, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) is currently supported by many parties, both government and private. Thus, MSMEs should also have independent skills and innovation to manage their business. Independence and innovation of SMEs will determine the fate of MSME itself. An enterprise in order to stay afloat and have strong competitiveness should pay attention to future business strategy and to arrange financial planning to increase company value. Financial planning is a function of financial management covering three main functions namely investment, funding and asset management decisions. Financial managers have an important role to implement these three functions to increase the wealth (value) for owners of company. The classic problems of SMEs today are capital, production, human resources and marketing. These create weakness of business network, limited market penetration ability and market diversification, too small economics scale creates difficult to reduce cost, and very small profit margin. Barney (1991) said that companies become low performers because of insufficient resources related to financial performance of SMEs. Nguyen (2001) pointed out that efficient cash-flow management practices makes Vietnamese SMEs profitable. He found that inefficient financial management practices can lead to poor business performance of SMEs. This is because the financial management practices such as SME's cash management still depend on mindset and experience of owner. This is consistent with Raheman et al., (2008) and Degryse et al. (2011) to found that performance trends of SMEs in Spain and Pakistan relate to efficient working capital as a predictor of overall profitability and performance of SMEs. The SMEs financial planning should focus on funding decisions. It will provide a direction for SMEs to determine the amount of funds owned, the funds source and ability to finance corporate strategy to increase the company value. Employers will use part of SME's financial to run the strategy. It needs financial decisions related to the funds source. Not all individual businesses / SMEs have their own assets to use in managing their business. Therefore, entrepreneurs need to use other sources of funds or debt as a funding decision to increase the company value and having a strong competitiveness. Modigliani and Miller (1963) examine this concept in light of tax that company value was affected by structure. Modigliani and Miller's theory has the support of several studies that have been conducted in a number of different countries that capital structure as a proxy for funding decisions was positively related to firm value (Pandey 2004 , Rocca, 2007 Liu, 2007; Sumiati, 2011; and La Masidonda , 2012 ). Based on above empirical studies, it is asserted that debt can have a positive effect, if SME debt usage can run its business and gain profit, where part of profit portion will be used to cover debt and some other portion used for use or for business expansion. Similarly, the debt usage can have a negative effect if debt management is bad. Sudarma (2004) and Sujono (2010) found that high debt usage by manufacturing industries in Indonesia decrease the company value. This evidence suggests that a financial entrepreneur's decision becomes absolutely essential. Skills to manage finances must be owned by large scale and small scale business entrepreneurs should have decisionmaking skills. The important question in this paper is what the determinant factors for SMEs owners in determining funding decisions to achieve profitability and business continuity in future. These factors affect the composition of debt and capital structure. Practically, SMEs are more likely to use internal funding sources than external sources of funds. They have limited access to formal financial institutions (banks), due to inability of SMEs to prepare cash flow reports and good financial reports.
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Funding Decisions
Funding decision is about the decision on form and composition of the funding used by company. This is a financial management decision by considering the analysis of synthesis of most economically viable sources funds for firm to meet the investment needs and operational activities of company (Husnan and Pudjiastuti, 2006: 277) . The availability of funds to fund these various investment alternatives can be seen from capital structure by observing the balance sheet on liabilities side. Funding decisions made by management will affect the company value as reflected in stock price. Therefore, one task of financial managers is to determine the policy or funding decision, which is also often referred to as the capital structure policy.
Capital Structure
Brigham and Daves (2010: 506) defined capital structure as "a combination of equity and debt". Furthermore, Sartono (2010: 225) said that "The capital structure is the balance of amount of short-term debt, long-term debt, preferred stock, and common stock". The balance between the debt and equity financing decisions will determine the size of debt or equity portion or financial composition of the company's assets. Modern capital structure theory was first proposed by Modigliani and Miller (MM) in 1958 in his article entitled "The cost of capital, corporation finance, and theory of investment". It was the most influential financial article in financial theory. MM supports the capital structure theory of net operating income (NOI) approach and rejects traditional capital structure theory (Baral, 2004) . MM proposes a proposition based on a limiting assumption that firm value does not depend on funding decisions or capital structure but it was determined by capitalization of expected return at some level. The MM proposition is theoretically very strong but it was based on assumption of a perfect and unpaid capital market, which in reality does not apply. Once the tax element is incorporated in MM model the view changes, as quoted by Brigham et al. (1999: 407-421) . Modigliani and Miller's second study in 1963 argued that a funding or leverage decision would increase the company value because interest on debt reduces taxable income. Criticism of second MM is company value with 100% better than the company without debt. Companies that use 100% debt are rarely seen in practice, because there is a trade-off between the benefits of tax savings and cost of bankruptcy with debt usage (Brigham et al., 1999: 376) . Nevertheless, MM provides direction or description on how funding decisions for capital structure become relevant and affect the company value. The study result from MM cause a long debate of financial management experts who finally gave birth to two competing theories and dominate the study of modern capital structure theory namely trade-off theory and pecking order theory.
Determinant of Capital Structure
The determinants affecting the capital structure are sales stability, asset structure, leverage of operations, growth rate, profitability, taxes, controls, management attitudes, market conditions, internal conditions and financial flexibility (Brigham and Houston, 2004) . Theoretical and empirical studies suggest that within capital structure there are important determinant variables to affect the capital structure. Previous theory and results of empirical studies suggested a determinant of capital structure that slightly different among researchers. It is adjusted to condition of data as the unit of analysis. Many researchers found the same variable as the determinant of capital structure. Huang and Song (2006) examine the relationship between profitability, tangibility, size, non-debt tax shield, growth opportunities, volatility and institutional ownership with capital structure. Furthermore, Akhtar and Oliver (2009) explored the relationship between business risks, age; collateral value of assets, free cash flow, and foreign exchange risks (exchange rate risk growth opportunities, non debt tax shield, political risk, profitability and size. Sumiati (2011) examine manufacturing companies listed
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on Indonesia Stock Exchange using determinant variable of capital structure include profitability, liquidity, company size, asset tangibility and non debt tax shield.
Profitability
Profitability shows the company's ability to generate profits to manage assets owned. Firms with high profitability indicate that company has been able to manage its resources effectively and efficiently. This is a guarantee for company to maintain its business continuity. Conversely, a company with low profitability shows the inability to manage its resources. Consequently, they unable earn a high profit. Packing order theory explained that higher profitability of company drive the company to avoid debt to finance its investment. The company has a high internal source of funds from company. Packing order theory explained that companies will use their internal sources first before taking external sources of funds through debt. Thus, according to packing order theory, profitability has a negative effect on capital structure 
Tangibility
Tangibility is defined as the ratio of fixed assets to total assets. This ratio shows how much the value of fixed assets that can be used as collateral by borrower on his debt to creditor. The guarantee will provide a sense of security for funds he lends if the company has financial difficulties. According to trade-off theory, firms with large amounts of tangible assets will have a great ability to provide guarantees for financing through debt. It can be said that companies with high tangibility will tend to use debt in financing their investment. According to trade-off theory, tangibility has a positive influence on capital structure. The results of empirical studies that support trade-off theory include Akhtar & Oliver (2009) 
Business Risk
The Company has a number of risks directly attributable to type of business of enterprise. The business risk according to Brigham and Houston (2004) is how risky a company's stock is if the company does not use the debt. Business risk not only varies from industry to industry, but also can vary between companies from certain industries, and can also change over time. Companies that have large tangibility indicate that company has high operating leverage. Companies that have high operating leverage, basically have a greater chance of achieving higher levels of growth and profitability compared to companies with low tangibility. Because of high tangibility tend to use debt to finance the growth of company. However, companies that have large tangibility and are able to achieve high growth will face higher business risk than companies with low (small) tangibility. Thus the risk Growth Growth describes the growth rate of sales, asset or profit achieved by company each year.
Companies with relatively high growth will be more likely to use debt to finance growth plans. This is because the company has the certainty of cash flow to pay or repay its debt to creditor. Thus it can be concluded that growth is positively related to debt usage (capital structure). Empirical studies that support this are Cathoth and Olsen (2007), Parlak (2010) study that found growth positively associated with debt usage.
METHOD
This survey research was conducted by collecting data in form of questionnaires consisting of a number of structured questions. The population is small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in Batu City, East Java. The samples were selected by non-random purposive sampling of 87 SMEs has been established for at least 1 year. The analytical technique used multiple regression analysis with SPSS for Windows 17 software.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The classic assumption test shows that there is no multicollinearity, heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. The regression test results are shown in table 1 below.
Table 1. Regression Analysis Results
Based on test results the regression equation of this study is shown below: CS = -0.346-0.327PROF + 0,593BR + 0.005GR-0,015FS-0,408 + ε
Profitability Relation with Funding Decision
Profitability describes the success of company to achieve operating profit with a number of assets used for business activities. The test results show that profitability has a significant negative relationship with funding decision. This confirms that higher SMEs profit more likely use internal funding sources of operating income to finance business activities than debt. These findings support the packing order theory to prioritize the use of internal sources and followed with external sources of funds in form of debt for the addition. This study is consistent with empirical studies supporting packing order theory of Akhtar & Oliver ( 
Business Risk Relations with Funding Decisions
Business risk describes the fluctuations in sales and or profits achieved by company in each period of company's operations. Non-debt companies have a higher level of business risk. Therefore, companies reduce the high risk of business with lower debt usage.
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The test results show that business risk has a significant negative relationship with debt funding decisions. 
Company Growth
Growth shows a good development in company's business activities, both sales growth, asset growth and profit growth. The test results show that growth has no significant relationship with funding decision. This confirms that company with good growth in business activities will not become determinant in funding decision. The SME actors are more likely to use internal funding sources when sufficient to finance the growth of company's business. This study is inconsistent with results of Cathoth and Olsen (2007), Parlak (2010) study that growth positively associated with debt use.
Company size
Company size describes the company assets size. Companies with large assets have greater collateral and easier to get sources of debt than small companies. Test results show that company size has a significant negative relationship with funding decision. This indicates that although company assets are increasing, SMEs in Batu City tend to reduce debt funding. In other words, SME players rely more on internal sources of funds than debt. This is because of limited accessibility of SMEs to formal financial institutions (banks). This study is consistent with results of Akhtar & Oliver ( 
Tangibility.
Tangibility describes the amount of tangible assets owned to support the company's business activities. It also shows the amount of collateral for creditor to use debt to fund the business activities of company. Based on test results show that tangibility has no significant relationship with funding decision. It is evident that most of SME's production activities in Batu City have reached full capacity, even there is no desire to increase the existing production capacity due to limited internal funding sources. These findings support the results of Sumiati (2011) to find no relationship between tangibility and capital structure. However, it is inconsistent Akhtar & Oliver ( 
CONCLUSION
Many funding decisions of SMEs in Batu City prioritise the internal funding sources. Although the SMEs achieve growth, profit and increased assets, but it is not necessarily encourage them to increase the debt usage. Generally SMEs prioritize the use of internal resources. Although most SME production activities in Batu City have reached full capacity, there is no desire to increase the existing production capacity due to limited internal funding sources. The results of this study are expected to be inputs for stakeholders, especially policy makers to increase the competitiveness of SMEs in order to provide facilities for increasing production capacity of SMEs. However, due to limitations of secondary data owned by SMEs, then for subsequent research is expected to use secondary data related financial data from results of SME business activities.
